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Hi, I'm Nani

I am a German/Taiwanese professional with
over 14 years of experience in   
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Personal Development
Yoga, Breathwork & Meditation
Hospitality, Customer Relations & Retreats

Wellness & Life Coaching
Yoga (certified RYT500+ Teacher)
Customer Relations, HR & Talent Development 

My core competencies

English
German

Languages
Spanish
Portuguese

Mandarin
Indonesian

(M. Sc. in Business Administration, RYT500+)



HOW WE CAN 
WORK TOGETHER?

We can offer a vast range of exclusive Wellness Programs for the
contentment, rejuvenation and lifestyle orientation of your guests.

We can create uniquely crafted Retreat Experiences for your guests,
meeting what the most demanding are craving with excellence and
unparalleled personalized attention they can't find anywhere else. 

We can offer specialized and dedicated Teambuilding Event packages
for national and international corporations.

We can work with your own team in-house.
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Wellness Retreats
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Allow me to create a one of kind Wellness
Retreat experience for your guests from
arrival till departure.

I take care of the welcoming, retreat
program and customer experience for the
duration of the retreat, so your guests can
enjoy a blissful and magnificent experience
that will leave them renewed, refreshed and
content for a long time.  

Refer to the next pages to get an idea of the
vast range of experiences we can offer. 

Custom Retreats
Together we can create a unique Retreat
experience specifically designed according 
to the values and value proposition of your
venue, as well as the needs of your most
prestigious of guests.

Picture an unparalleled experience that
guests will be able to tell success stories
about years later - because they
experienced an exceptionally deep 
(re-)connection with themselves, finding
the treasure within and rejuvenating their
bodies, minds and spirits. 



Lifestyle & Re-orientation 
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Dedicated assessment of current levels of fulfillment
across any desired aspects of life - and the necessary
steps towards more fulfillment and wellbeing with
ease, personalization and space to be yourself. 

Rejuvenate & Recharge
Recharge your batteries by relaxing deeply, restoring
your energy reserves and refreshing body, mind and
soul through yoga, meditation and breathwork.
Unique and personalised experiences that offer exactly
what you need in each and every moment. 

Wellness Programs
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Inner Self Connection 

Self Love & Fulfillment

Connect with your inner self, tune in with who you really
are and what you really want, and tap into an authentic
inner power and potential yet to be uncovered.
A mix of dedicated practices from the Himalayas and
personalized coaching tools to help you optimize your
wellbeing. 

Discover the true beauty within, establish a loving
relationship with yourself and fall in love with all of life.  
It's time to live fulfilled, joyfully, full of inner peace, love
and zest for life.  
A uniquely crafted combination of practices, tools and
experiences tailor-adapted for each person. 

Wellness Programs



RYT500+ Yoga, Breathwork & Meditation
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I offer an exotic blend of body and mind
restoring Hatha & Vinyasa practices
paired with ancient and exclusive
practices from the Himalayas.

My Yoga, Breathwork and Meditation
sessions focus on physical wellbeing and
rejuvenation,  as well as increased
energy levels, inner peace, balance,
stability and increased joy. 

Every session is uniquely designed for
the group or individual, allowing for
exclusive experiences that can't be
found anywhere else. 

Certified and registered RYT500+
Teacher (with extensive trainings in
India & Bali) 
Teaching experience at worldwide
Retreats, Events, Workshops and with
Premium Private Clients in Mentawai,
Hawaii, California, India, Canada &
Germany 
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"Having one on one sessions really allowed me to focus and I felt both mentally and
physically rejuvenated after them. I have taken many valuable lessons away from these

individual teachings and strongly recommend Nani as a teacher." 
- Victor Tilley (Tasmania, Australia) 

"Practicing with Nani is like dropping into a deep portal beyond space and time. Her yoga
practice is highly devotional and gets me zoned into the present moment like not many
can do. Her commitment to this work is clear by her physical strength and knowledge of

yoga yet her superpower is that she always comes from the heart and projects an
unconditionally loving energy."

- Azzurro Mallin (L.A., California) 



Nannette Zwick, M. Sc.

Mobile Number: +49 151 5600 1203
Website: www.nannitanani.com
Email Address: hello@nannitanani.com

Let's build the future together with excellence! 

Contact me
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